
BIMBOT	/	BIMTrack	Integration	
 
Project teams delivering buildings and infrastructure in the AEC industry have historically worked in a siloed 
manner, whether that is due to a contractual process or most likely because of cultural norms.  With the advent of 
BIM, teams are being encouraged to work more collaboratively, to the advantage of these design and construction 
projects. Arguably, the greatest potential for time and cost-savings on projects lies in learning and having the tools 
to collaborate to solve design issues in BIM design workflow before they get to the field and become very costly to 
rectify.  
 
However at the same time, and especially on larger scale and mega-scale AEC projects, it is still difficult to 
encourage and execute cross-team, multi-organizational BIM collaboration.  The combination of project size, 
complexity, ever aggressive construction-driven design schedules, and those institutional cultural norms, have 
made it almost impossible to execute with just human project teams.  IBI Group wanted to create a whole new 
approach to BIM collaboration with user experience, data accessibility, and the use of emerging robotic process 
automation technology as key driving factors to that new process.  The bots are coming! 
 
Many new design-build projects are starting projects with forward-thinking communication tools much more 
relatable to the next generation of project architects, engineers, and contractors.  Teams are driving away from 
slower and costly email and face-to-face meetings, and into smarter, faster, and easier to use virtual 
communication platforms.  One example of a platform is Slack.  With dedicated Slack workspaces, teams can 
collaborate through intelligent group chat, organize project information through channels, and leverage direct 
message for instant access to project staff.  With project communication established on this platform, IBI Group 
leveraged both the Slack API, Slackbot API, and BIM Track API, to enhance the project Slack workspace with easy 
access to BIM issues, create issue commentary through Slack threads, easily query customized clashes ready for 
user to solve, and generate critical project reports all directly only through the Slack interface.  Smarter, faster, and 
easier BIM collaboration. 
 
There are three key ways in which IBI's BIMbot for Slack with BIM Track API integration transforms best practices, 
especially as it relates to the delivery of complex, large-scale buildings, neighbourhoods and public infrastructure 
design and build construction: 
 
1) Teams delivering design and build construction are now able to access project 'issues', collaborate on project 
issues, and then resolve issues anywhere they are and extremely fast using the Slack mobile application. 
 
2) Teams delivering design and build construction are now able to access project 'issues' in a much easier and 
more enjoyable user experience, which gives more direct, real-time access to project managers and directors to 
promote project accountability and responsibility. 
 
3) Teams delivering design and build construction are now able to access project 'issues' using robots. BIMbot by 
IBI Group leverages the use of robotic process and chatbot to facilitate and the organization and user interface with 
project issues and resolutions. 
 
Breaking all of this down, BIMbot for Slack application with BIM Track API work together in real-time to help design-
build teams resolve the issues faster, smarter, and easier than ever before.  This means issues can be resolved on 
time and before teams get on site where rework becomes expensive.  Improving the quality of access and 
collaboration with design-build coordination 'issues' and the resolution of those issues is critical for overall project 
success.  With this technology integration, it makes design-build coordination smarter, faster, and easier for a much 
wider range of stakeholders; ultimately resolving issues before they become costly mistakes in the field for both 
designers and contractors. 
 
The average cost per RFI for review and response is $1080 USD according to Impact & Control of RFIs on 
Construction Projects by Navigant Construction.  Issue tracking is essentially a 'less formal' RFI.  These questions, 
comments, clashes, requests, or solutions on models or sheets that can hopefully be resolved informally and 
rapidly in the model itself thanks to the integration between BIMbot for Slack and BIM Track API which includes 



real-time bi-directional communication between major BIM platforms such as Revit, Navisworks, AutoCAD, Tekla 
Structures, Solibri, & Civil 3D.  This solution generates significant savings of both time and resources particularly on 
design-build projects.  Traditional projects required you to wait until the next coordination meeting to bring up 
issues or get your next action item and can quickly degenerate into several hours where not much is resolved. 
Using BIMbot for Slack and BIM Track, teams are able to raise and resolve issues largely without needing to await 
meetings.  Bigger issues that require more significant discussion form the agenda for the coordination meeting, 
ensuring they are only focused on the most important issues. Using a live virtual communication mechanisn, 
BIMbot's BIM Track integration allows for even more timely, almost 'live' results. Individuals have Slack open all 
day; it's what they are checking all the time. By enabling BIM Track notifications within Slack, users can respond 
almost instantly to issues.  The ability to generate custom reports from the communication platform offers 
enormous value. Users do not need to navigate out of their Slack workspace to get the information and results they 
need to move forward on resolving outstanding issues.  BIM Track also enables users to navigate directly to the 
issue in their respective software, saving up to two minutes per issue every time it is examined. 
 
This solution is an excellent example of the interoperability whereby BIMbot is that it is actually querying the data 
through the BIM Track API, as opposed to static snapshots. Via BIM Track's API, BIMbot can in theory query 
issues originating from ArchiCAD, DWG-based software, Revit or any openBIM-compliant software, regardless of 
whether there is an existing integration with BIM Track. By opening up issue access via Slack (or potentially any 
virtual communication platform), data that would normally sit inside these individual platforms is made accessible to 
everyone. BIMBOT also breaks the intangible barrier between the technological savvy and those that are not, 
allowing our most senior design experts to engage in the dialog without having to learn how to model or interact 
with 3D digital components and respective metadata.  The outcome brings together the intelligence from all levels 
of the team, correlating the dialog, tracking resolutions, and maintaining connectivity. 
 


